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Abstract

The structurallJld ""'IJ'Idic properties ofultratbin FeIN'a(11 1)IW(110) films are

investigated using I HED, two Auser electron spectroscopy teebniques and magneto-optic

Kerr mapetomeuy. A 2 ML Ni(lll) buffer layer is used to JP'Ow fcc Fe(lll) films to a

thickness of3 monolayers. The Ni substrate aIIowsgooci wetting and lattice matching of

the Fe without significant iDterfacia1 ctiffiasion. Above 3 ML a continuous structural

transition from fcc to bee is observed.

An electron energy aaa1yser for use with a spin polarised low energy electron

difti'action (SPLEED) electron spin analyser wu desipcd and built. The energy analyser

is used to study the growth mode and structure ofultratbin FeINi(111)IW(110) films using

angle resolved auger emission spectroscopy (ARABS). A method is developed to fit

computer simulations to the ARABS data to determine the growth mode ofultratbin films.

Preliminary magnetic measurements oftho rcc phase below 4 ML indicate

that the Fe films are ferromagnetic with a magnetic moment perpendicular to the surfi.ce

at coverages 0£0.25 to 2.0 ML. At 2.5 ML a spin reorientation transition appears to occur

and both perpendicular and in plane magnetic moments are observed. At 3.0 ML the

magnetic moment is in the plane ofthe film.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Section 1.1

Introduction to Ultrathin Magnetic Films aDd Structures

The growth ofultrathin mapetic films IDd structures provides an unique scieratific

and technological opportunity to study and engineer materials with DOvel and diverse

magnetic properties. By carefbI1y controlliDg ultrathin &1m growth, magnetic

characteristics such as the direction ofthe magnetisation and the nature ofthe magnetic

coupling may be modified. This is ofgreat scientific and teebnolosical interest because

materials may be engineered to exhibit desired magnetic properties such u perpendicular

magnetisation and giant mapetoresistance.1

From a scientific perspective, ultrathin films provide the opportunity to carefully

control individual parameters in a magnetic system. This is possible because mapetic

interactions occur over both macroscopic and microscopic length scales. Ultrathin films

are in a regime where both macroscopic and microscopic interactions may be controUed.

The classic example ofthis is the phenomenon ofperpendicular anisotropy, or the

tendency ofmagnetic moments to align perpendicular to the surface ofa magnetic

material. The macroscopic demagnetising interaction favoun alignment in the plane ofthe

surface. On a microscopic scale, mapetocrystalline anisotropies at the surface often

favour perpendicular a1igmnent. For bulk materials the demagnetising interaction

dominates and the moments align in plane. However, in an ultrathin film the relative

importance ofthese terms changes and for very thin films the magnetic moments often

align perpendicular to the plane.

Materials with perpendicular magnetisatiOD are important trom a technological

point ofview because they have a stroog magneto-optic response and play an important
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role in magneto-optic information storage technology. To increase the magneto-optic

response ofthese materials, layered structures are made by growing magnetic films which

alternate between magnetic and non-magnetic layers. Ifthe layer spacing is carefWly

chosen each magnetic layer will have a perpendicular magnetisation and contribute to the

magneto-optic response.

Another phenomenon ofultrathin film magnetism which is ofconsiderable

scientific and technological interest is giant magnetoresistance or GMR. Materials which

display GMR. are also layered structures, with altematiDglayers ofmagnetic and non

magnetic (or antiferromagnetic) material. In these structures the magnetic layers are

coupled antiferromagnetically across the interleaving material. The nature ofthis coupling

can be precisely engineered by controlling the thickness ofthe non-magnetic (or anti

ferromagnetic) material. An important consequence ofthe alternating magnetisation is that

the spin polarised conduction electrons tram one magnetic layer are scattered by a spin

dependant energy barrier at the interface ofthe next magnetic layer. This results in a large

resistance. Ifthe antiferromagnetic coupling is destroyed by applying a magnetic field

which aligns the layers, the energy barrier is removed and the resistance drops to that ofa

typical metal. GMR materials are ofconsiderable technological interest, particularly as

magnetic sensors for information storage and other applications.

Another very exciting field ofultrathin film magnetism is the engineering of

magnetic materials with crystal structures different than that found in the bulk. For

example Fe, which assumes the body centred cubic (bee) structure at room temperature,

can be grown as very thin films with the face centred cubic (fcc) structure. The fcc Fe has

very different magnetic properties than bcc Fe, providing remarkable insight into the

strong relationship between magnetism and structure.

A common theme in all the examples given above is that the magnetic properties of

a system can be studied and controlled by modifying the structure. Therefore, any serious

investigation ofultrathin film magnetism must begin with a comprehensive structural
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study. In the early years ofultrathin film magnetism research. the emphasis was on finding

novel magnetic systems often at the expense ofcarefial structural characterisation.

However as the field has matured greater emphasis bas been placed on the importance of

structure in ultrathin magnetism.

Section 1.2

Ultrathin FelNi(lll)IW(llO) FUms

This thesis is concerned with the study ofultrathin Fe films grown on a

Ni(llI)IW(lIO) substrate. This system is ofparticular interest because the Fe initially

grows with a fcc structure which is not the normal crystal structure for Fe. As the

thickness ofthe Fe film increases, the structure is expected to revert to bee. The effect of

this structural transition on the magnetic properties ofthe film is ofinterest. Also, the

magnetocrystalline anisotropy ofthe Fe(lll) surface favours a perpendicular

magnetisation whereas the Ni(III) surface anisotropy favours an in plane magnetisation.

Therefore Fe(lt1)/Ni(lIl) system should be a good candidate for a spin reorientation

transition. This will be discussed in greater detail in the following sections oflhis chapter.

Others have studied fcc Fe(ltl) films grown on Cu(lll) substrates.2-] Although

the system has interesting magnetic properties, the structure ofthe fi1ms is complicated by

poor growth conditions on Cu(!l!). In this study a 2 ML (monolayer) Ni 'buffer' film

grown on a W(110) surface is used as a substrate. Although the W(llO) surface is bee, the

Ni film assumes a fcc structure after the completion ofone atomic layer. The Ni(III)

substrate was chosen because Ni offers much better growth conditions than Cu. This is

discussed in detail in chapters 3 and 4.

Section 1.3

Introduction to Ultrathin FUm Magnetism

The most fundamental definition ofa magnetic material is a substance which

contains magnetic moments which tend to align. For example, in a bar magnet, most ofthe

magnetic moments align along the north-south axis, adding to give a net magnetisation. A
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bar magnet is an example ofa ferromagnet, so named because iron is the prototypical

ferromagnet. In an antiferromagnet, the moments align in alternating directions, first

north, then south, then north, then south and so on. In an antiferromagnet the moments

cancel e~lch other out and there is zero net magnetisation.

These magnetic moments arise from the electrons in the material. Electrons are

charged particle~ and whenever a charged particle travels in an orbit (or more precisely

has orbital angular momentum), a magnetic field is generated. To complicate matters, the

electron also has an intrinsic angular momentum (the electron spin) which generates a

magnetic field.

In insulators aU ofthe electrons are locked into atomic orbitals and in these

materials the nature ofthe magnetism is atomic. The net IDguiar momentum ofthe atom is

defined by how the electrons fill the orbitals in the ground state. In the atomic model, the

exchange interaction encourages electrons in partially filled orbitals to align their spin in

the same direction because this minimises the overlap ofthe electron wave functions and

thus the electrostatic energy of the system. Addition ofthe spin and orbital contributions

gives the magnetic moment ofthe atom.

Metallic Magnetism

In transition metal ferromagnets such as Fe, Co and Ni the picture is more

complicated and the nature ofthe magnetism is not as wen understood. In these materials

it is the conduction (or itinerant) electrons which are responsible for the magnetism.· The

conduction electrons are ftee to travel throughout the metal and are responsible for the

conduction ofelectricity.

Instead offilling atomic orbitals, the conduction electrons (or free electrons) tiD

energy bands. Energy bands are regions in energy and momentum space and are somewhat

analogous to atomic orbitals which are regions in energy and angular momentum space.

The energy bands consist of closely spaced quantum states which allow for near

continuous change in the energy and momentum ofthe electrons.
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In the free electron model, setting all the electron spins in one direction results in a

significant increase in the kinetic energy. Each momentum state may contain two electroDS

ofopposite spin. Ifthe spin ofone electron is flipped it must occupy another state (a result

ofthe exclusion principle) and the only available states have a greater kinetic energy. Only

ifthe energy gained through the exchange interaction is greater than the energy lost to

kinetic energy will the system be ferromagnetic. This does not occur at metallic electron

densities and in almost all metals the electrons spins cancel to give a zero net

magnetisation.

The band structure in metallic magnets like Fe is complicated by atomic-like

energy bands and it is these bands that are responsible for the magnetism. The magnetic

electrons are in the d bands, so named because they are described as linear combinations

ofd atomic orbitals. The d band electrons 6hop' from atom to atom, being itinerant and

atomic at the same time. An important atomic...like property ofthe d bands is that they are

narrow and the energy states are very closely spaced (this is a result ofthe breaking of

translational symmetry, the extreme limit being an ensemble ofidentical atomic states).

The close spacing in energy states means that the exchange energy can be reduced

by aligning spins without a significant increase in kinetic energy. The result is a magnetic

polarisation ofthe d band electrons. This polarisation is normally descnbed as a splitting

ofthe d band into a majority band (parallel to the polarisation) and minority bands

(antiparallel to the polarisation). It is this band splitting which is responsible for the giant

magnetoresistance phenomenon discussed in section 1.1.

In transition metal antiferromagnets the exchange interaction favours an

antiparallel alignment ofspins. An antiferromagnetic exchange coupling arises from the

oscillatory nature ofthe electron wave function in space. This is accomplished over several

atoms in a spin wave as in Cr.
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What determines ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic behaviour is the precise

nature ofthe d bands. Therefore the magnetism is highly dependent upon the atomic

species and the position ofthe atoms in the lattice.

Electron probes are the ideal tool to study the magnetic properties oftransition

metal magnets. For example, the polarisation ofthe conduction electrons can be directly

measured to give the magnetisation ofthe material. The interaction oflow energy

electrons with the material is dePendent upon the magnetisation and can be used to probe

the magnetic band structure. A number ofmagnetically sensitive electron probes wiD be

discussed in chapter 2.

Magnetic Interactions

In any magnetic system there are four important factors which are involved in the

magnetism; the exchange interaction, entropy, the dipole interaction and the

magnetocrystalline interaction. Each ofthese contributes to the total free energy ofthe

magnetic system and therefore the equilibrium magnetic state is a function ofall four

factors.

The exchange interaction may be thought ofas the driving force behind magnetic

ordering.5 This is a short range, isotropic quantum mechanical interaction which causes

the magnetic moments to align in a ferromagnet. The strength ofthe exchange interaction

is to a good approximation proportional to the number ofnear neighbours that a magnetic

moment has. This has important consequences for magnetic moments at surfaces or in thin

films because they have a reduced number ofnear neighbours.

Entropy is an abstract concept ofstatistical mechanics which reflects the tendency

of matter to seek a state ofdisorder. This tendency increases with temperature and

eventually destroys the magnetism by encouraging the moments to randomly align. It is

the relative strength of the exchange and entropy terms which defines the transition

temperature at which the magnetism is destroyed. This temperature is called the Curie

temperature for ferromagnets and the Nee! temPerature for antiferromagnets.6 Above this
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temperature the entropy dominated paramagnetic phase ofrandom magnetic moment

orientation occurs.

The dipole interaction descnbes the electromagnetic interaction between individual

magnetic moments and the magnetic field generated by all the other moments in the

material.6 This is a long range interaction, indeed it is the same interaction that aligns a

compass needle in the geomagnetic field. The dipole interaction is often called the

demagnetising interaction because it encourages the individual moments to align in the

opposite direction ofthe other moments, reducing the total magnetisation.

The dipole interaction also leads to what is called the shape anisotropy. This refers

to the fact that the dipole interaction is sensitive to the macroscopic shape ofthe magnet.

As discussed in section 1.1 the dipole interaction energy is minimised when the magnetic

moments align themselves parallel to the surface ofa magnet. This explains for example

why magnets are manufactured in the shape ofa bar and not a sphere. In thin magnetic

films the shape anisotropy plays an important role in defining the magnetic properties

because the surface is a significant portion ofthe total magnetic system.

The final important magnetic interaction is the magnetocrystalline interaction.7

This is an interaction between the magnetic moments and the crystal lattice, which causes

the moments to align along certain crystalline directions. This is the result ofspin orbit

coupling, an electromagnetic interaction between electron spin and electron angular

momentum mediated by the presence ofthe charged atomic cores. For itinerant magnets

like Fe and Ni this interaction may be thought ofin terms ofthe spatial relationship

between the d bands and the crystalline lattice.

Together the shape anisotropy and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy determine the

easy axis ofmagnetisation ofthe material, the direction along which the magnetisation will

align in the absence ofany extemally applied magnetic fields. This represents a minimum

in the sum ofthe shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropy free energy terms.
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Magnetic Interactions at Sudaees

In a ferromagnet, the direction ofthe magnetisation is determined by the relative

strengths ofthe demagnetising and magnetocrystalline anisotropy tree energies. Near a

surface both the demagnetising and magnetocrystalline anisotropies are very different than

in the bulk.

The demagnetising shape anisotropy is very sensitive to the presence ofthe

surface because on the vacuum side ofthe surface there is no magnetic material. The

vacuum has a near zero magnetic permeability compared to the material. This means that

it costs much more energy to propagate magnetic fields in the vacuum than in the

magnetic material. As a result ofthis, the magnetic moments at the surface tend to point

along the surface to minimise the field penetration into the vacuum.

The magnetocrystalline anisotropy is significantly larger at the surface as a result of

the broken translational symmetry which occurs when the crystal is terminated at the

vacuum. This change in the anisotropy is usually expressed as a surface anisotropy tenn

which reflects the overall change in the anisotropy near the surface. In many materials, the

swf'ace anisotropy tenn favours an easy axis ofmagnetisation which is perpendicular to

the surface. However, at surfaces which are the termination ofa bulk material the

demagnetising anisotropy energy is much larger and forces the magnetic moments into the

surface plane.

Magnetic Interactions in Ultrathin Films

At several atomic layers thickness or less an ultrathin film is two dimensional as far

as the conduction electrons are concerned. Mennin and Wagner have shown that a two

dimensional isotropic (or Heisenberg) magnet does not order at finite temperatures.I

However, ifanisotropy is introduced to the system, magnetism is expected (and indeed is

observed) above 0 K. Therefore magnetocrystalline and shape anisotropies are essential to

the existence ofultrathin film magnetism.
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Magnetic interactions in ultrathin films are mediated by the same f8ctors as bulk

and surface magnetism, except that the relative importance ofthe terms can be

significantly different. A magnetic thin film can be thought ofas a system with two

surfaces, one ofwhich is terminated by the vacuum and another which is terminated by the

substrate material. Therefore surface effects are very important. The demagnetising

anisotropy energy is greatly reduced in an ultrathin film because it is a function ofthe

square ofthe total magnetisation ofthe material. The surface anisotropy term is significant

in ultrathin films because the fraction ofthe film which is at or near the surface is large.

At very low film thicknesses, the easy axis ofmagnetisation ofan ultrathin film

may be perpendicular to the surface ofthe film. Ifa perpendicular easy axis is assumed,

the anisotropy energies may be expressed as: ~MO

K =K + 2K. -27tMz (1)
.. v d

Where Kca- is called the effective perpendicular anisotropy energy but is actually the

difference in energy between the perpendicular and in plane orientations ofthe

magnetisation. The convention is that positive Kar signifies perpendicular anisotropy so

the shaPe demagnetisation term 2xM2 is negative. M is the total magnetisation ofthe

system and Kv represents the bulk contribution to the anisotropy energy. Ie. is the surface

contribution, and d is the thickness ofthe film.

The bulk and surface anisotropy terms may be positive or negative depending upon

the material, the structure ofthe film and the crystalline orientation ofthe surface. The

factor oftwo in the surface anisotropy term reflects the tact that there are two surfaces in

an ultrathin film. This, however should not be taken too seriously because there is no

reason to expect that the anisotropy at the vacuum interface is the same as the anisotropy

at the substrate interface.

From equation (1) it is apparent that a sufficiently thin film with a positive surfau

anisotropy term may have a Perpendicular easy axis ofmagnetisation ifthe demagnetising

and bulk anisotropy terms are overcome. Equation (1) also suggests that there may be a








































































































































































































































































































